
About Us

Hex was developed by Origin Wireless AI, the leaders in WiFi Sensing
technology.

What is WiFi Sensing?

In 2013, in collaboration with University of Maryland research, the
Origin team discovered that WiFi could be used for more than just
communication. It could be used for sensing. By calculating how WiFi
waves bounce, break, and bend around people, Origin developed a
software that could sense a person moving, breathing, and even
falling. Over the next several years, the Origin team honed in on the
research and development of its WiFi sensing software, which was
given the name “Wireless AI”.

Now ready for commercialization, the logical entry point was the
home security market. Origin realized it could protect an entire home
with just a few WiFi devices. This led to the creation of Hex: a simple
to use, extremely accurate home security system that is solving some
of the biggest challenges in the security industry. 

http://www.originwirelessai.com/
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Origin Wireless Unveils Next Generation of Home Security with Hex Home 
World’s First WiFi Sensing-Based Home Security Solution 

 
Greenbelt, MD., January 11, 2020 – Origin Wireless™ Inc. ("Origin") announced the launch of Hex 

Home, a DIY, wave-based home security system that is revolutionizing the smart home industry. 

Recently named a CES® 2021 Innovation Awards Honoree, this innovative solution is easy to use, simple 

to install and extremely accurate. Designed with simplicity in mind, Hex requires only three steps to set 

up: download app, plug in and connect to WiFi.  

 

Hex Home includes two devices, a Hex Command (a surface-sitting pod) and a Hex Sense (a wall plug-in), 

to monitor a user’s home using WiFi waves. As people move through these waves, they bounce, break 

and bend around them. Hex Home then calculates how the waves change and informs users when 

meaningful motion is detected. With the accompanying Hex app, users can view real-time and historical 

motion levels in their home, change system modes to manage the siren and customize alerts.  

 

“The home security industry has used the same complicated, expensive hardware for decades,” said Dr. 

Ray Liu, Founder and CEO of Origin. “With Hex Home, we’re redefining home security by offering a 

simple, easy to use solution based on cutting-edge proprietary technology.” 

 

With Hex Home, users no longer have to worry about false alarms. Using AI technology, Hex Home has 

10 digitally adjustable sensitivity levels designed to reduce false alarms by filtering out pet and 

mechanical motions. This digital sensitivity is unique to Hex’s WiFi sensing-based security. Leveraging 

Origin Wireless AI, a highly innovative approach to WiFi sensing, Hex Home’s groundbreaking technology 

applies advanced signal processing techniques to standard WiFi protocols to derive meaningful ambient 

insights. This unique technology is protected by more than 30 patents. 

 

Unlike traditional home security systems, Hex Home covers more area with fewer devices. Using one 

Hex Command and two Hex Senses, users can secure up to 1,500 square feet. With a quick setup time 

and less placement complexity, this blind spot-free device is flexible yet secure enough to be used for 

full-fledged home security. 

 

Hex Home will be available to consumers in Spring 2021 starting at $179.99. An optional 24/7 

monitoring service will be available for a small monthly fee or users can choose to self-monitor at no 

additional cost. To learn more, visit Origin’s virtual booth at CES 2021 from January 11-14 or go to 

www.myhexhome.com.  

 
### 
 
About Origin 
Origin, based in Maryland, is innovating usages of wireless signals. Origin's patented 
wirelessAI™ technology, winner of prestigious CEATEC 2017 Grand Prix Award and CES 2020 Innovation 
Award, enables users to build a wide range of WiFi smart home, health, well-being, and indoor tracking 
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applications with high performance, low cost, and ease of use. Inquire at www.originwirelessai.com, or 
Melissa.tait@originwirelessai.com.   
 

About Hex Home 

Hex Home is a new, DIY home security system designed with simplicity in mind. Using patented ambient 

sensing and AI technology, Hex Home solutions provide significantly greater accuracy than traditional 

security systems. Powered by Origin Wireless AI—the leader in WiFi sensing software for home, health, 

and tracking—Hex Home learns and improves to significantly reduce false alarms, so users only receive 

reliable alerts and notifications. For more information, visit www.myhexhome.com. 
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The Hex Difference

Redefining Home Security

Current Security 
Antiquated analog devices

Hex™ Security 
New wireless AI technology

Minimal false alarms
Accurate alerts

10-15 minutes to install
Fully customizable

Affordable, avg. $179.99

Our patented WiFi sensing technology provides greater 
accuracy than traditional security systems.

Full Coverage
~1500 sq ft

Minimal Coverage
~1500 sq ft

Vs.
High false alarm rates

Frustrating notifications
60-90 minutes to install
Limited customization
Expensive, avg. $300



Hex 3-piece kit
~1500 sq/ft

MSRP $17999

Hex 4-piece kit
~2000 sq/ft

MSRP $19999

Hex 5-piece kit
~2500 sq/ft

MSRP $21999

Hex Enhance
Range extender

MSRP $3499

Coming Spring 2021

For more information visit: info.myhexhome.com/home Sales contact: Jene Mahan  |   jene.mahan@originwirelessai.com 
Marketing contact:  Melissa Tait |   melissa.tait@originwirelessai.com

Impossibly simple. 
Mysteriously accurate.

in Hallway
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Our WiFi sensing technology 
learns and improves, so you 

only receive reliable alerts and 
notifications.

We don’t use PIRs, sensors, or 
bulky equipment. Instead, we 
use ambient waves that cover 

the whole house.

Our mobile app shows 
movement in your home 

and picks up any suspicious 
activity.

Complete protection… 
in minutes

Notifications… 
you really care about

Your home… 
in a new light

Control at the palm of your hands. Endless customization 
and 3 easy modes – Home, Away, and Vigilant.

in Hallway








